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ABSTRACT Recently, end-to-end (E2E) neural text-to-speech systems, such as Tacotron2, have begun to
surpass the traditional multi-stage hand-engineered systems, with both simplified system building pipelines
and high-quality speech. With a unique encoder-decoder neural structure, the Tacotron2 system no longer
needs separately learned text analysis front-end, duration model, acoustic model, and audio synthesis module. The key of such a system lies in the attention mechanism, which learns an alignment between the encoder
and the decoder, serving as an implicit duration model bridging the text sequence and the acoustic sequence.
However, attention learning suffers from low training efficiency and model instability problems, which
hinder the E2E approaches from wide deployment. In this paper, we address the problems and propose a novel
pre-alignment guided attention learning approach. Specifically, we inject handy prior knowledge–accurate
phoneme durations–in the neural network loss function to bias the attention learning to the desired direction
more accurately. The explicit time alignment between an audio recording and its corresponding phoneme
sequence can be achieved by forced-alignment from an automatic speech recognizer (ASR). The experiments
show that the proposed pre-alignment guided (PAG) attention approach can significantly improve training
efficiency and model stability. More specifically, the PAG updated version of Tacotron2 can quickly obtain
the attention alignment using only 500 htext, audioi pairs, which is apparently not possible for the original
Tacotron2. A series of subjective experiments also show that the PAG-Tacotron2 approach can synthesize
more stable and natural speech.
INDEX TERMS Attention, alignment loss, speech synthesis, training efficiency, model stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech synthesis, also called text-to-speech (TTS), is a
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) mapping task that transforms a string of characters to speech waveform. Thanks to
the great success of deep learning, the quality and naturalness
of synthesized speech have been significantly improved [1].
Typically, a modern TTS system is built through a multi-stage
hand-engineered pipeline [2]. Recently, some studies have
been carried out on a single neural TTS model based on a
much simpler ‘‘end-to-end’’ (E2E) framework. Unlike traditional TTS approaches, end-to-end models are even able to
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Waleed Alsabhan.
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produce audio directly from grapheme, and it no longer needs
separately learned text analysis front-end, duration model,
acoustic model and audio synthesis module. For instance,
the Tacotron model [3] uses an encoder-attention-decoder
neural architecture to implicitly perform text, duration and
acoustic modeling in a unified neural network.
The current end-to-end speech synthesis models like
Tacotron are based on recurrent or convolutional neural structures that include an encoder and a decoder, while the encoder
resembles a text analysis module and the decoder functions
as an acoustic model. Most importantly, serving as a bridge,
the attention mechanism can be regarded as a duration model
that learns automatically the time alignment between the text
sequence and the output acoustic sequence. On the contrast,
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a traditional TTS system requires an explicit duration prediction model that is learned from time-aligned pairs of phoneme
sequence and speech utterance. The alignment is obtained
beforehand by a human transcriber or an automatic alignment
model.
Without an explicit duration model, the attention-based
alignment is thus essential in the success of an endto-end system. Researchers have studied various attention mechanisms to learn the alignment between the
encoder and the decoder. Tacotron tried a sequence-tosequence framework with content-based tanh attention [3].
Later, Shen et al. proposed Tacotron-2 [4], an updated
Tacotron version applying location-sensitive attention [5]
to predict Mel spectrograms and synthesize speech by a
Wavenet vocoder [6], [7]. Char2wav [8] describes a similar end-to-end approach with a location-sensitive attention
based recurrent neural network as the sequence generator.
Deep voice3 [9] is able to imitate thousands of human
voices by using a position-augmented attention mechanism
to generate monotonic attention behavior. In the recent
transformer TTS, multi-head self-attention mechanism is
adopted [10].
Different from other sequence to sequence (seq2seq) mapping tasks, e.g., machine translation, TTS is a highly unbalanced mapping problem. In other words, the output speech
sequence (usually hundreds of frames) is much longer than
the input text sequence (a sentence with several words). This
special feature makes the accurate alignment by the attention mechanism especially important in the end-to-end TTS
system. Current attention-based systems still suffer from two
problems that hinder the E2E approach from real-world wide
deployment.
• Low training efficiency. To achieve such a highly unbalanced mapping, current E2E models require a sizable set
of high-quality htext, audioi pairs in attention learning.
To produce reasonable synthesized speech, it may need
about 10 hours of studio data. Collecting high-quality
audio data is expensive and time-consuming [11]. On the
other hand, even with a rich set of data, the attention
module is notoriously difficult to train – it requires
GPU servers with high computation power and typically
the training process may last for several days or even
weeks.
• Model instability. Unstable and inaccurate alignment achieved by the attention mechanism results
in phoneme or word repetitions, skippings and mispronunciations [9]. In the worst cases, the system even
outputs blurry unintelligible speech.
There are several approaches that attempt to address the
two problems. First, different attention mechanisms have
been recently explored, including Gaussian bias [12], monotonic attention [13] and injecting location information [5]
in the attention mechanism. Second, aiming to address
the overfitting problem that incurs model instability,
regularizations [14], [15] have been used in the loss function and scheduled sampling [16] has been introduced in
65956

the model training. Third, different model structures have
been investigated; for example, Wang et al. [3] have studied
the impact of the CBHG (1-D convolution bank + highway network + bidirectional GRU) structure in learning
attention-based alignment.
Recently, there has been a trend to inject prior knowledge
in neural network learning for a specific task. For example,
recently proposed LPCNet [17] has speeded up a WaveRNN
neural vocoder dramatically by replacing a lot of neurons,
in which the cheap DSP-based LPC prediction is used as
a prior to help the recurrent neural network to easily predict
the next audio sample. In neural machine translation, Chen
et al. proposed a guided alignment training approach for biasing the attention mechanism towards the well-studied word
alignment models [18]. Back to our task of attention-based
alignment learning in E2E TTS, some simple prior knowledge can be adopted as well. Tachibana et al. described
a guided attention approach that uses a constraint on the
attention matrix to promote it to be ‘‘nearly diagonal’’, which
improves the training efficiency significantly [19]. This diagonal guided (DIG) attention approach is based on the simple
fact that the non-zero values only lie in a very small diagonal
area in the attention matrix, which is constrained by the leftto-right correspondences between the phonemes and their
outcome spectrum.
In this paper, we borrow the prior injection idea and
propose a novel pre-alignment guided attention learning
approach. Different from the nearly diagonal guidance
in [19], we use time-aligned phoneme sequences to guide
the attention learning more accurately. The explicit time
alignment between an audio recording and its corresponding
phoneme sequence can be achieved by forced-alignment from
an automatic speech recognizer (ASR). In conventional statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [2], [20], such kind
of alignments are widely adopted in data preparation and further used in the training of both acoustic and duration models.
Specifically, we use such kind of pre-alignments in attention
learning in Tacotron2, resulting in an extra alignment loss for
penalization but without increasing model parameters. Experiments show that the proposed pre-alignment guided (PAG)
attention approach can significantly improve training efficiency and model stability, and outperforms the DIG attention
approach by a large margin. To be specific, the PAG updated
version of Tacotron2 can quickly obtain the attention alignment using only a small set of training data, even using 500
htext, audioi pairs, which is apparently not possible for the
original Tacotron2. A series of subjective experiments also
show that the PAG-Tacotron2 approach can synthesize more
stable and natural speech.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the background knowledge on E2E TTS. Next,
we introduce the proposed pre-alignment guided attention
mechanism in Section 3. Section 4 provides the experiments in detail, specifically focusing on training efficiency and model stability. Finally conclusions are drawn in
Section 4.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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II. BACKGROUND
A. SEQUENCE TO SEQUENCE MODEL

Text to speech is apparently a sequence to sequence (seq2seq)
mapping task that converts a text sequence to speech waveform. A typical seq2seq model is usually composed of an
encoder and a decoder [21], [22] and both are neural network structures. The encoder converts the input sequence
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xT ) into a context vector ci by:
hi = encoder(xi , hi−1 )

(1)

ci = attention(si−1 , h),

(2)

and

where h = (h1 , . . . , hT ) is a hidden state sequence of the
input sequence, and ci is a vector generated from h and si ,
producing attention query at each decoder time step. si is the
decoder hidden state that can be computed by
si = decoder(si−1 , yi−1, ci ).

(3)

The decoder predicts the output sequence (y1 , y2 , . . . , yT 0 ) by
0

p(y1 , . . . , yT 0 |x1 , . . . xT ) =

T
Y

p(yt |y1 , . . . , yt−1 , x)

(4)

t=1

and
p(yt |y1 , . . . , yt−1 , x) = softmax(f (st ))

(5)

where f (·) is a fully connected layer. For neural machine
translation, softmax is used to calculate the probability
of each word in the vocabulary. As for speech synthesis,
we directly use the decoder’s hidden states s to obtain the
spectrogram in frames.
B. TACOTRON2

Following the standard seq2seq modeling paradigm, Tacotron2 [3] is one of the most popular end-to-end speech synthesis system that is able to generate natural speech. FIGURE 1
shows the block diagram of the Tacotron2 system. It consists of three major components: an encoder, an attentionbased decoder and a WaveNet vocoder. The purpose of the
encoder is to extract a robust sequential representation from
the phoneme input, resembling the text analysis module in
the conventional TTS system. First, the phoneme sequence
is embedded into a continuous vector. Then, the embedding
vector is passed through a 3-layer CNN to obtain a long-term
context. Finally, the output of the final convolutional layer is
fed into a bidirectional LSTM layer to generate a fixed-length
encoder feature vector.
The decoder of Tacotron2 is an autoregressive recurrent
neural network that transforms the encoded input sequence
into a sequence of Mel spectrogram. The bridge between
the encoder and the decoder is an attention network which
summarizes the full encoded sequence as a fixed-length context vector for each decoder output step. The flow of the
decoder is as follows. First, the 2-layer pre-net receives the
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of Tacotron2 architecture. The model takes
phoneme sequence as input and outputs the corresponding Mel
spectrogram to synthesize speech.

previous time step prediction and plays a role in dimension
reduction that is important to learn attention. The output of
the pre-net is concatenated with the attention context vector.
The concatenated vector is then passed through the 2-layer
unidirectional LSTM. At this position, the LSTM output is
separated into two ways. One way making a linear transformation is to predict the target Mel spectrogram that is further
used to synthesize speech waveform. Moreover, the 5-layer
convolutional post-net predicts a residual and it is added to the
prediction of the target Mel spectrogram in order to improve
the overall reconstruction. The other way of linear projection
is to predict the stop token that is used to determine when to
terminate speech generation during inference.
In particular, the decoder of Tacotron2 is based on
the location-sensitive attention mechanism [5]. Different
from the content-based tanh attention used in Tacotron1,
the location-sensitive attention extends the additive attention
mechanism [22], using cumulative attention weights from
previous decoder time steps as an additional feature. This
makes the model more robust to potential failure modes
where some subsequences are repeated or ignored by the
decoder. At each time step of the decoder, we compute the
attention probabilities over the entire encoder features, resulting in a time alignment between the input and the output for
the TTS task, as shown in FIGURE 2. Different from other
seq2seq tasks like neural machine translation, the attention
alignment for TTS should roughly follow the diagonal line.
This is because the left-to-right correspondence between the
phonemes and the outcomes of speech audio.
C. DIAGONAL-GUIDED ATTENTION

FIGURE 2 can be regarded as the plot of the attention matrix.
The clear near-diagonal line is proven to be essential to
the success of an E2E TTS system. However, in practice,
the attention is quite costly to learn. Tachibana et al. have
65957
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III. PRE-ALIGNMENT GUIDED ATTENTION

FIGURE 2. Alignment between the input and the output.

recently described a guided attention that uses a simple constraint on the attention matrix to promote it to be ‘‘nearly
diagonal’’, which helps to train the attention module and
reduce the training cost [19].
Specifically, the loss function of Diagonal-Guided Attention is described as
Latt (α) = Ent [αnt Wnt ],

(6)

Wnt = 1 − exp{−(n/N − t/T )2 /2g2 },

(7)

where

which supposes that the values of attention matrix α only lie
in the very small subspace of RN ×T as the appropriate alignment is nearly diagonal. Hence, the loss function L strongly
penalizes α by adjusting parameter g. Besides g, another two
parameters: N – the maximum number of phonemes and T –
the maximum number of Mel spectrum frames, also should
be set individually for each sentence.

The diagonal-guided attention (DIG) tries to inject useful
prior knowledge to help attention learning. But we find that
inappropriate choice of parameters could seriously affect the
performance. For example, it might cause synthetic speech
sound odd. Hence in this paper, we propose to use other more
effective prior knowledge to guide the attention learning.
We call this approach pre-alignment guided attention or PAG
for short.
The basic idea is to use time-aligned phoneme sequences
to guide the attention learning. The time alignments of the
training samples can be easily achieved by forced alignment
between an audio recording and its corresponding phoneme
sequence using an automatic speech recognizer (ASR)1 ,
which is widely adopted in conventional SPSS [2], [20].
FIGURE 3 shows the block diagram of the updated E2E
system using pre-alignment guided (PAG) attention. Based
on Tacotron2, the system consists of an encoder, an PAG
attention-based decoder and a post-processor. The major
building blocks are almost the same with those of Tacotron2.
But unlike Tacotron2 that only takes phoneme sequence as
input, our model takes both the phoneme sequence and the
guided alignment as input, resulting in an extra alignment cost
in the attention learning. Since our study focuses on better
attention learning not audio high-fidelity, instead of using a
heavy WaveNet vocoder, we use the light-weight Griffin-Lim
algorithm to reconstruct linear-scale spectrograms into waveforms, as in Tacotron1. The computation of the guided attention is specifically shown in the red dashed box in FIGURE 3.
1 Manual alignment also can be used if it is available

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of the proposed PAG-Tacotron2 architecture, where the pre-alignment guided attention learning
scheme is highlighted in red.
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The addition of this simple module to Tacoctron2 is able to
help the model to efficiently acquire encoder-decoder attention alignment.
We use an explicit target to guide the model to learn the
alignment. As a result, the location-sensitive attention can
be biased to the right direction by the guidance from the
alignment loss. The final loss function is composed of the
decoder loss and the alignment loss.
A. DECODER LOSS

In Tactoron2, the decoder has two goals: one is to predict
the Mel spectrogram and the other is to predict the linear
spectrogram. Hence there are two targets in the decoder loss
function: Mel spectrogram loss and linear spectrogram loss.
We use L1 distance to measure the two losses as follows:
Lossdec =k Lmel − L̃mel k1 + k Llinear − L̃linear k1

(8)

where L is the predicted spectrogram, and L̃ is the ground
truth spectrogram.
B. ALIGNMENT LOSS

We apply an extra alignment loss to penalize the attention
learning if the location-sensitive attention does not match
with the guided alignment. We use a matrix A to represent
the guided alignments, where Aij is the probability of the ith phoneme of the input sequence aligning to the j-th Mel
spectrogram frame of the output sequence. Again, this is
achieved beforehand by forced-aligning a speech example
with its corresponding phoneme sequence using ASR.
As shown in FIGURE 3, A refers to the pre-alignment
and α represents the predicted alignments from the location
sensitive attention. Alignment loss is applied to penalize the
attention learning:
0

T T
1 XX
(Aij − αij )2 .
Lossalign (A, α) =
T

(9)

i=1 j=1

Finally the loss function of the PAG-Tacotron2 is the combination of the decoder loss and the alignment loss, as shown
in
Loss = Lossdec + Lossalign (A, α).

girl speaking. Speech synthesis has been found more difficult
with female and child voices. Female voice has a pitch almost
twice as high as with male voice and with children it may be
even three times as high. The higher fundamental frequency
makes it more difficult to estimate the formant frequency
locations. If our proposed method can be proved successfully
trained on thus challenging speech corpus, it would obtain the
good performance on other kinds of data.
We down-sample all the recordings from 44K to 16K
for model training. We train the standard Tacotron2, DIGTacotron2 and PAG-Tacotron2 models for comparison with a
batch size of 32 distributed across 2 GPUs with synchronous
updates. We use L1 loss and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 10−3 exponentially decayed to 10−5 after 50K
iterations. The training and validation sets include 9995 and
5 utterances respectively (10 hours in total); the rest 50 utterances are used as the test set.
B. TRAINING EFFICIENCY

We compare three types of models trained on different size of
training data from 0.5 to 10 hours in order to show the training
efficiency. Objective test and subjective preference test are
both conducted. Our aim is to use a small amount of data
as well as shorter training time to achieve decent alignment
using an attention-based model.
1) OBJECTIVE TEST

We used Mel cepstral distortion (MCD) to measure the quality of the learned spectrum on the testing set and lower MCD
indicates better spectral quality. Since the frames of the predicted Mel spectrums may not match those from the ground
truth recording, we use dynamic time warping (DTW) to perform the alignment and measure the MCD. From FIGURE 4,
we can clearly see the trend of decreasing MCD values with
the increase of training data. More importantly, we notice that
the proposed PAG-tacotron2 has consistently smaller MCD
as compared with the other two. The gap is the largest when
only using 0.5 hour of training data and gradually shrinks with
more data.

(10)

Our observations from the experiments in Section IV show
that optimizing the new combined loss function can dramatically improve the speech synthesis performance without
introducing additional model parameters as compared to the
standard Tacotron2.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

We carried out a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed PAG-Tacotron2, specifically focusing
on the evaluation of training efficiency and model stability.
A. TRAINING SETUP

We use a speech corpus that contains 10 hours high-quality
speech from a Chinese female speaker who mimics a little
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 4. MCD for models training using different amount of data.

FIGURE 5 visualizes the process of attention learning using only 0.5 hour of training data. Apparently,
Tacotron2 cannot learn any alignment throughout the training period. DIG-Tacotron2 is better but still learns very
blurry alignment with overlapped and skipped phonemes;
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FIGURE 5. The process visualization of learning attention using 0.5 hour of training data. Horizontal axis represents the decoder timesteps of the output
speech sequence with the maximum 300 frames. Vertical axis represents encoder states of input phoneme sequence with maximum 30 phonemes.
(a) Tacotron2. (b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

FIGURE 6. The process visualization of learning attention using 10 hours of training data. Horizontal axis represents the decoder timesteps of the output
speech sequence with the maximum 300 frames. Vertical axis represents encoder states of input phoneme sequence with maximum 30 phonemes.
(a) Tacotron2. (b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

as a bad result, this model is not able to produce intelligible
speech. On contrast, PAG-Tacotron2 can learn an outline
alignment within only 1000 steps and very clear alignment
at 200K steps. Moreover, confirmed through later listening
test, it can produce intelligible speech. FIGURE 6 shows the
case of 10 hours of training data. When enough data are used
in the training, all three models can learn the alignment, but
PAG-Tacotron2 is still superior over the other two because:
1) it is the fastest to learn a clear alignment; 2) the alignment
quality is also the best because of the centralized attention
weights.
65960

2) PREFERENCE TEST

We conducted subjective preference tests to evaluate the quality of the synthesized speech from the three models trained
using different size of data. A group of 25 native listeners
made the preference test on 15 utterances – a subset selected
from the test set. The listeners were asked to rate the overall
impression of the testing samples. We provide a website with
audio samples2 used in the preference test.

2 Samples are available at https://julie2016.github.io/guideddoc/
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of model stability for an extra long synthetic speech. Horizontal axis represents the decoder timesteps of the output
speech sequence with the maximum 3000 frames. Vertical axis represents encoder states of input phoneme sequence with maximum
350 phonemes. (a) Tacotron2. (b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

TABLE 1. Preference scores (%) of Tacotron2 and PAG-Tacotron2, trained
using different amount of data. The confidence of t-test is 95%.

trained with 10 hours of data in terms of their model stability.
It is important for model to maintain stable that dealing with
large multi-sentential synthesized discourse is still a challenge. To synthesize paragraph-based long speech, we have
to take into account the prosodic difference in discourse units.
1) SYNTHESIZING LONG UTTERANCES

TABLE 2. Preference scores (%) of DIG-Tacotron2 and PAG-Tacotron2,
trained using different amount of data. The confidence of t-test is 95%.

Table 1 shows the preference results comparing Tacotron2
and PAG-Tacotron2. We can see that PAG-Tacotron2 is significantly preferred over Tacotron2 by the listeners when
the data size is not bigger than 5 hours. This is because by
using only 0.5 or 1 hour data for model training Tacotron2 is
not able to synthesize intelligible speech; in contrast,
PAG-Tacotron2 can do that although there are bad cases.Until
the data size reaches 10 hours, there is no obvious preference. Table 2 shows the preference results comparing
DIG-Tacotron2 and PAG-Tacotron2. When the data size is
0.5-3 hours, the proposed PAG-Tacotron2 significantly outperforms DIG-Tacotron2 by a large margin. As the size of
data increases to 10 hours, raters consider both of them
similarly preferable. These results indicate that the proposed pre-alignment guided attention is able to significantly
improve model training efficiency with a small amount of
data.
C. MODEL STABILITY

As discussed before, the standard Tacotron2 suffers from
word repetitions, skips, mis-pronunciations and bad prosody.
One of the main reasons lies in the inaccurate alignment from
the attention model. Hence we examine the three models
VOLUME 7, 2019

Previous studies have shown that attention-based E2E models
have difficulties in synthesizing long sentences. This is probably because of the accumulated errors in attention learning
and the model training set usually includes only short sentences, e.g., 30 phonemes per sentence in average in our case.
Hence, using three models, we synthesized a sentence with
extra long length of 350 phonemes. FIGURE 7 shows the
alignments of the long sentence. We can see that, Tacotron2,
which is based on the location sensitive attention mechanism,
can not obtain an appropriate alignment in FIGURE 7(a),
leading to unintelligible speech. On the contrast, the alignment from DIG-Tacotron2 seems clear but there is still a problem: it can’t get alignment at the end of this long sentence,
as shown in FIGURE 7(b). As a result, DIG-Tacotron2 cannot
synthesize a sentence with more than 300 phonemes. It is the
shortage of DIG-Tacotron2 because there are three parameters, including g, N and T , to be set. Improper parameter
would result in poor performance. However, it is difficult to
adjust three parameters at the same time and ensure them
suitable for training. FIGURE 7(c) shows the alignment of
the proposed PAG-Tacotron2, where the alignment is very
clear and alignment line is able to reach the right top. The
results reveal the ability of the proposed guided attention
approach has good generalization performance to synthesize
long utterances using a model trained on short sentences.
2) ANALYSIS ON PROSODY

Prosody is essential to the naturalness of speech, which
is related to factors such as rhythm, tone, and stress, etc.
Prosody usually relates to durational, intonational and energy
aspects of speech. For instance, listeners are quite sensitive
to the durations and intonations of phonemes/words/phrases.
Therefore, we specifically examined the prosody of the
speech generated from the three models.
Rhythm of English is produced by the combination of
stressed and unstressed syllables as it is a stress-timed language. In contrast, rhythm of Chinese is mainly affected by
65961
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FIGURE 8. Comparison of speech prosody by visualizing alignment. Sp1 and sp2 refer to the position of two pauses in the utterance. Horizontal
axis represents the decoder timesteps of the output speech sequence with the maximum 340 frames. Vertical axis represents encoder states of
input phoneme sequence with maximum 32 phonemes. (a) Tacotron2. (b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of consonant and vowel durations in an utterance through visualization of attention alignment. Red rectangle highlights
the durations of ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘iou4’’ in one specific ‘‘6’’. Horizontal axis represents the decoder timesteps of the output speech sequence with the
maximum 220 frames. Vertical axis represents encoder states of input phoneme sequence with maximum 22 phonemes. (a) Tacotron2.
(b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

FIGURE 10. The spectrogram of the synthetic speech of a digit string ‘‘6666666666’’. The white rectangle shows the intonation trend of last
four ‘‘6’’. (a) Tacotron2. (b) DIG-Tacotron2. (c) PAG-Tacotron2.

syllable duration and pause. FIGURE 8 shows the attention alignments of a sentence from the three models. Compared with the other two, PAG-Tacotron2 can generate much
clearer alignment. FIGURE 8(a) shows that the alignment
from Tacotron2 is blurred and the boundaries of phonemes
are not clear and even overlapped; even worse there are
some blocks scattered on the top because of the bad alignment. FIGURE 8(b) shows the DIG-Tacotron2 alignment is
clearer than that of Tacotron2, but still not as good as PAGTacotron2. Listeners all judged the synthesized speech of this
sentence from PAG-Tacotron2 is more natural because of the
rhythm. This is because PAG-Tacotron2 is good at predicting
phoneme and pause durations. As shown in FIGURE 8(a)
and 8(b), the phoneme durations predicted by Tacotron2 and
DIG-Tacotron2 seem quite average, leading to bad rhythm.
It is natural that the duration of consonants, vowels and
pauses change from time to time when people speaking. From
FIGURE 8(c), we can clearly observe that different phonemes
have different durations. Comparing the outcomes of pauses
that indicate prosodic boundaries, we also notice that the two
pauses in the utterance (marked as sp1 and sp2) have different
durations in FIGURE 8(c), but they are almost the same in
FIGURE 8(a) and FIGURE 8(b). Listeners all considered the
prosodic boundaries from FIGURE 8(c) are more natural.
Another example is the generated speech of a long digit
string – ‘‘6666666666’’. FIGURE 9 compares the alignments
65962

from the three models, where the red rectangle highlights
the durations of ‘‘l’’ and ‘‘iou4’’ in one specific ‘‘6’’.
We observe that the durations predicted by Tacotron2 and
DIG-Tacotron2 are almost the same for the consonant ‘‘l’’
and the vowel ‘‘iou4’’ (FIGURE 9(a) and 9(b)); but in fact,
they should be quite different in duration. As for PAGTacotron2, it is able to accurately predict the durations of the
two phonemes: the duration of ‘‘iou4’’ is reasonably longer
than that of ‘‘l’’ in FIGURE 9(c).
One of the most distinctive differences between Chinese
and English is that Chinese is a tonal language. In other
words, the meaning of a Chinese word depends not only on
the phonemes which make up the word but also the pitch
variations of the syllables. FIGURE 10 shows the spectrograms of the synthesized speech from the three models on
the same digit string – ‘‘6666666666’’. Listeners argue that
the white rectangle area has wrong tones for FIGURE 10(a)
and FIGURE 10(b), while it is correct for FIGURE10(c).
This result indicates that the proposed pre-alignment guided
attention approach can correctly produce correct tones for
Chinese.
D. ANALYSIS ON NATURALNESS

We finally conducted mean opinion score (MOS) tests to
evaluate the naturalness of the generated speech from the
three models trained using 10 hours of data. We randomly
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TABLE 3. 5-scale MOS test result (with 95% confidence intervals) on
models trained using 10-hour data.

chose 20 samples from the test set and asked the group
of 25 listeners to rate the overall impression of these samples.
Table 3 shows that the highest MOS is achieved by the
proposed PAG-Tacotron2, but its difference with those of
DIG-Tacotron2 and PAG-Tacotron2 are not significant. This
is reasonable as the most advantage of PAG-Tacotron2 lies in
high training efficiency and good model stability; when the
amount of training data is sufficient, the naturalness is almost
the same.
V. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an effective pre-alignment guided attention approach for improving the training of Tacotron2 –
the most popular end-to-end TTS framework. Specifically,
time-aligned phoneme sequences, as handy prior knowledge,
are used to guide the attention learning more accurately
and quickly. Both objective and subjective tests demonstrate
that the proposed approach significantly improves training
efficiency and model stability. In training efficiency, our
approach can quickly guide Tacotron2 to learn attention
alignment and produce intelligible speech using only 0.5 hour
of training data. In model stability, we demonstrate that
our framework can synthesize extra long utterances and
improve the prosody of speech. Those cannot be achieved
by the original version of Tacotron2. While we implemented
pre-alignment guided attention on Tacotron2 in this study,
we believe the framework is generally applicable to other endto-end TTS models.
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